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Winter mud – how to save your pastures during hay
feeding season!
By Jeremy Kichler
Colquitt County
If you are feeding hay in the winter, eventually you are going to
have to deal with mud. Mud increases animal stress and can lead
to increased production costs. It is important for producers to know
how mud limits livestock production and ways to manage this issue.
How does mud reduce the profitability of my cattle operation?
Mud can affect cattle performance. When cattle have to walk
through mud it increases their energy demand, in turn feed
consumption increases to meet their needs. However, the cattle may
actually eat less because walking in mud requires more effort to
obtain food and water. Over time mud can buildup on cattle causing their energy requirements to
again increase in order to keep warm. This can result in reduced growth, reproduction and lower
profitability.
Research has shown when mud is 4-8 inches deep, the dry matter intake of cattle decreases 8-15 %
compared to dry conditions. When muddy conditions get really bad, 1 foot of mud or more, dry
matter intake can decrease up to 30%.
Wasted hay can cause an increase in supplemental feed costs. Research indicates that an average
of 60 percent and up to 90 percent of fed hay can be wasted if growers do not use hay feeders in
muddy conditions. This increases production costs. Mud is going to be a problem around feeding
areas, gates, and water locations. These areas are challenged due to hoof and tractor traffic and
over grazing. When an animal is standing it applies pressure to a surface referred to as “standing
pressure”. This standing pressure is measured in pounds per square inch or psi. The foot pressure of
a standing cow or horse is around 27 psi. In comparison, the standing pressure of a human is 14 psi,
and a 50-ton bull dozer is 16 psi.

Since we discussed standing pressure, let us compare the load carry capacities of several soil types
and surfaces. For example, soft clay or sandy loam soils have the load carrying capacity of 14 psi,
and clay soils have the capacity of 42 psi. Six-inch reinforced concrete, on the hand, has the load
carrying capacity of 6,000 psi. A tractor can place 175 psi of pressure on soils. Keep in mind these
load carrying capacities are for dry soils. When soil moisture increases, the soil weakens which
creates mud.
So, what can I do to manage mud on my farm? One of the first steps is to manage over-grazing.
Over-grazing can expose bare soil, increase compaction, and reduce drainage. A study conducted
in New Zealand concluded that a reduction of 50 to 65% in spring pasture productivity was seen
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UGA Resources:
Forages
https://www.facebook.com/GeorgiaForages/

https://georgiaforages.caes.uga.edu/

Tall Fescue Renovation Workshop
The Alliance for Grassland Renewal is hosting a virtual workshop for 2021. Please contact your PDC if you are interested in attending because a special link has been set up for registrations. Producer details are here: https://
grasslandrenewal.org/2020/12/11/virtual-novel-tall-fescue-renovation-workshop-registration-now-open/
Weekly video release on forage management

Agents and producers are welcome to join in each Thursday night at 7:00 to see the premiere of a new video on forage management. The videos are short (5-10 minutes each) and cover hot topics, research updates, and popular demos from our field days.
Georgia Forages YouTube Page
We have a new YouTube page with all of the weekly video content posted to Facebook. New videos are uploaded every Friday.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCL6DgfaB8V2DRnGxzEBxU3w
Southeastern Hay Contest
Results from the 2020 contest are available online. You can submit samples now for the 2021 contest!
Educational flyers for hay tip n’ tricks available on the website as well. www.sehaycontest.com.
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from damage that occurred after a wet winter. Cattle producers can consider sacrifice areas
to help mediate over-grazing. A ‘sacrifice area’ is an area used to confine animals to protect
pastures from overuse during times of slow growth and wet months. Livestock can be taken off
healthy pastures and fed hay in sacrifice areas during or after a rain event. This would
decrease the chances of treading and minimize plant damage. Sacrifice areas should be
located in higher areas of the pasture on well drained soils or sloped (2 to 4%) away from
bodies of water. The maintenance of sacrifice areas needs to be addressed periodically.
Growers need to clean out manure, feed and wasted hay as this material can contribute to the
creation of mud.

Producers who inventory their hay based on forage quality can make strategic feeding
decisions to help manage sacrifice areas. When conditions get tough, the lower quality hay
can be fed and the waste can be used for bedding or footing around the hay feeders. Every
couple of days the higher quality hay can be used. This would potentially reduce waste of this
higher quality forage.

Feeding surfaces such as gravel, sand, or concrete can be considered to manage mud on the
farm. Cattle producers can contact their local NRCS for more information about heavy use
area protection and what cost-share options might be available.
Other concepts to consider could be to incorporate a rotational grazing layout that has a
central area where water and shelter is available, or unroll large round bales in a dry part of
the pasture. This practice will help distribute nutrients over a larger area. One thing to keep in
mind is that hay unrolling may waste more hay and may not be the best practice in extremely
wet conditions.

Fenceline feeding systems can help growers with muddy conditions because they can provide
an alternative to feeding hay in the pasture. These structures can help reduce the effects of
winter feeding in pastures and decrease hay waste. If the fenceline feeding systems are
designed and placed correctly around the farm, then it may not be necessary to use tractors in
the fields at all thus reducing potential soil compaction due to winter feeding.
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